Avoiding Romney At All Cost
This writer is known not to make poker game moves, its all about chess.
Win or Lose, God or Satan.
Many of the American people knew the 2012 election was a rigged deck;
neither outcome would have benefited the people. The New York published
an article to day, “Chaos as Legislative Strategy”
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wherein it is noted the

Republicans are declaring that Americas should default and not pay its bills.
Conversely, the Democrats in control of America appear to have decided
that America needs to go further in debt. Again the people see the staging of
another kick the can game. The problem with this game of kick the can is
that one day the can will become to laden to kick.
Ironically, the banks have appeared to have taken control of even the most
powerful government(s) on the planet and one can only conclude that the
banks and Wall Street will soon call America, The United States of America
a deadbeat for not paying its bills.
Millions know the banks have circumnavigated laws where many who claim
to be learned, where in fact as this writer sees some of them as ignorant of
what has occurred in the last decade. All well goody two shoes in relying on
quotes from the past but this world no longer can rely upon the past as
example for future actions.
Here is a very short elevator version, since the beginning of financial wealth
and population, the growth rate and financial wealth was dependent upon
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both growing in tandem at about 3%, tangible relationship. Since the invent
and employment, not to be confused with people employment, of modern
day electronics, the reality of the tangible world has evolved into an
intangible world where intangible profits are made independent of tangible
growth at a rate exceeding 3%.
In defending the banks before a Congressional hearing late in 2012, one of
the top leaders of one of the “To Big to Fail” banks eluded that synthetics
were legal. Synthetic is not of natural design and is only an artificial creation
which is a method and means to allow the banks to bypass the restriction of
tangible money creation. Create not a tangible but create intangible wealth
and allow it to grow to a point that tangible reality will pass into history.
To accomplish this, lawmakers past and present were duped into passing
laws that allowed such Frankenstein intangible wealth and became reliant
upon such intangible. So with the current events, as the current government
of United States has failed to deal with this intangible but real nightmare can
it be said the Republicans threat of allowing the debt ceiling to be played out
to death will correct the unlawfulness committed to go unpunished.
Simply, man’s law may have been compromised to a point where even
governments are unable to punish crooks based upon current events but
Satan will make sure they have a good home and plenty of tangible coal to
burn.
As stated in the past, glue your shoes on for this dance, for if not firmly
attached, even if firmly attached, the sole will feel the fire of hell if the
present course remains unchanged.

